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Abstract - Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are
highly dynamic, application specific and coexisting in
nature. The communication between sensor nodes are
governed by specially designed routing protocols. The
selection of an efficient routing protocols for WSN is the
key challenge as it greatly affects the performance in
term of single node and/or in term of WSN as whole.
The present research contribution is organized around
an analytical comparison of some existing state-based
WSN-Specific routing protocols. The focus of this study
is on the basics of state-full and state-less approaches
for WSN.
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based entirely on information that comes with it. The
stateless routing protocol doesn’t persist the information.
Sensor networks presents a number of novel routing
protocols but these protocols may not necessarily be an
efficient protocol for application specific scenario. One
aspect to improve the performance is the appropriate
selection of routing protocol.

2. PROBLEM FORMATION
Traditional ad hoc network routing protocols have proven
inadequate for WSNs due to specific resource constraint
nature of wireless nodes. A lot of routing protocols have
been proposed and implemented for ad-hoc network in
order to enhance the minimum utilization of energy [4],
produces high throughputs and lesser overheads per
packet, and minimum bandwidth utilization and others
but these protocols are not necessarily fit for WSNs under
specific application scenario.

State-full protocols.
1. INTRODUCTION
A typical wireless sensor network consists of large
number of resource constrained, domain specific, tiny
devices which communicate the collected data hop by hop
to the sink. Several WSNs routing protocols are designed
and implemented [1] and the researches shows that, the
routing protocol deployed in the sensor nodes affects the
performance too. [2]
Many routing protocols have been proposed for WSN for
specific application scenario [3] and these routing
protocol can be classified as state-full and stateless based
on the usage of state as a set of condition at a given
moment of time. In state-full protocol, to establish the
communication link, the routing protocols needs
information that spreads with the number of active path.
Being a state-full protocol, it is vulnerable to mobility or
other changes in the topology, which can cause routes to
become inaccessible.
The term stateless means a communications protocol that
treats each request as an independent transaction. It
doesn’t contains the record of any previous
communication and each such request has to be handled
© 2015, IRJET

In the current era, application of WSNs are increased
rapidly due to availability of different types of sensors as
well as increase in computational power of sensor nodes.
These new application scenarios demands fast and reliable
protocol to meet the basic constraints of wireless
networks such as End-to-End delay, maximum packet
delivery ratio etc. These special requirements demands
new routing protocols that fits only for WSNs rather than
MANET.
These routing protocols are responsible for sustain route
and route discovery in the WSNs and also has
responsibility of reliable communication between the
multi-hop sensor nodes that may have limited
transmission range. This paper presents analytical
comparison of the state based routing protocols of WSNs
by splitting the criteria as multiple disjoint path routing,
multi-path routing and single path routing compare the
strength and limitations of state-full and stateless routing
protocols.

3.
STATE-BASED
PROTOCOLS

WSN-SPECIFIC

ROUTING

3.1 State-Full Routing Protocols
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The state-full ad-hoc routing protocols require node to
maintain some routing information that is collected using
the routing protocol (e.g., through route request
propagation or by reversing paths taken by the query).
State-full routing protocols requires the routing
information maintained at each intermediate node
through the data forwarding path. More specifically, state
is kept at some nodes about non-local areas in the network
(the node whose state cannot be directly observable).
State-full protocols are also an inappropriate for the
applications where the communication patterns are not
that of data gathering. DSR, AODV, DSDV, etc. are the
examples of State-full ad-hoc routing protocols [5]. The
state-full can be categorized into single path and multipath
routing protocol [6].
DSDV [7]
The Destination Sequenced Distance Vector routing
protocol is table driven, proactive routing protocol. In
DSDV, each nodes maintains a routing table where each
node acts as a router and a sequence number is associated
with each node which is chosen randomly and it is usually
an even number also nodes exchange updates with
neighbors; if the two nodes have the same sequence
number then route with the best metric is used. DSDV
maintains only the best path selection instead of
maintaining multiple paths to every destination. It reduces
the amount of space in routing table maintenance, route
looping and increases convergence speed, and eliminates
control message overhead.
AODV [8, 9]
The Ad-hoc On-demand Distance Vector routing protocol
is effective and efficient reactive protocol for ad-hoc
networks. In AODV, each node sustains a route table which
stores routing information for other nodes in the network.
In this route are established on-demand and destination
sequence numbers are used to find the newest route to the
destination. Minimal space complexity, most current and
loop free routes, ability to cope with dynamic topology and
broken links and high scalability are some features that
make AODV enviable for ad-hoc networks.
DSR [10]
The Dynamic Source Routing protocol is on demand,
reactive protocol, particularly designed for use in multihop wireless ad-hoc networks. In DSR protocol a route is
established only when it is required and hence the need to
find routes to all other nodes is eliminated. The
intermediate nodes utilize the route cache information to
reduce the control overhead. The route is maintained with
the help of two main mechanism- Route Discovery and
Route Maintenance. Minimum routing overhead, both
unidirectional and bidirectional link support, multicasting,
© 2015, IRJET
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QoS (quality of service) and resource management are
some important features of it.
MCP [11]
Multicast based Code redistribution Protocol is a state-full
protocol known for achieving power efficiency. Each node
in MCP sustains a record of interesting information in a
small table for known applications. The table helps in
sending out multicast-based code propagation requests
such that only a subset of neighboring sensors contribute
to code propagation. MCP when compared to broadcasting
based schemes greatly reduces signal collision,
propagation time and number of propagation messages.

3.2 State-Less Routing Protocols
State-full routing may not be efficient or even possible for
very large-scale networks with limited sensor node
capabilities. In order to tackle this, stateless routing
protocols have been proposed which do not maintain perroute state. These kinds of protocols only track the
position of their neighbors and select among them a
neighbor that is most likely to be closer to the destination.
Stateless routing protocols are known for their lack of
memory about the route, so they continue to repeat the
same mistakes.
Stateless routing protocol scale effectively in terms of
routing overhead because the tracked routing information
does not grow with the network size or the number of
active sinks. Geographic (and more generally location
based) routing protocols are the main type of stateless
routing protocols. Examples of Stateless Geometric Ad Hoc
routing algorithm/protocols are: Greedy/Geographic
Forwarding, Face Routing, GPSR, COMPASS etc. [12]
Geographic Routing
Geographic routing (also known as position-based routing
or geometric routing) is a technique to deliver a message
to a node in a network over multiple hops by means of
geographic location information. In this messages are
directly sent towards the destination location and rout
resolutions are independent of network addresses and
routing tables. The information about neighbors’ location
helps in selecting the next hop neighbor that is closer to
the destination, and thus advances towards the
destination in each step. [13]
GPSR
The Greedy Perimeter stateless Routing Protocol is most
prominent geographic routing protocol, and it is based on
greedy/geographic forwarding routing. For packet
forwarding decision it uses position of routers and packet
destination. The GPSR consist of two methods for
forwarding packets, the first is greedy forwarding which is
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used wherever possible and second is perimeter
forwarding, which is used in regions, where greedy
forwarding cannot be. It uses only immediate neighbor
information in forwarding decision. It is used to solve
dead-end problem. [14]
FACE ROUTING
Face routing assures the messages to be delivered without
the need of control packets to be flooded throughout the
network and is generally applicable to planner connected
geometric graphs. It is loop free uses only the planer sub
graph out of the original graph. [15]
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4. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF STATE-BASED
WSN-SPECIFIC ROUTING PROTOCOLS
4.1 State-Full
Comparison of the three state-full protocols based on their
properties are shown in figure-1 below:

COMPASS
A Compass Routing provides a technique to find paths
between pairs of points in planar geometric graphs. The
main agenda was to develop routing algorithms that uses
only "node level local information", the position of
destination and a finite amount of extra memory; it finds a
path from a starting position to our destination. The
development of "compass routing" is based on routing
algorithms for trees, Delaunay triangulations and
orthogonal convexly embedded geometric graphs. [16]
GRASP
A Gradient Ascending Stateless Routing Protocol is a
stateless WSN routing protocol which is free from the
underlying communication model, but it provides
approximate optimal result, with respect to the selfdeployment of sensors over a given region. It is built with
new packet forwarding method called Footprint-Based
Forwarding (FBF) in which each node maintains a Bloom
filter whose packets were relayed through the filter. .
GRASP ensures for the(a) in a mobile WSN irrespective of
the number of sensors, routing is always possible and (b)
above a given number of sensors in a considered zone the
protocol eventually enables the routing to no longer
require sensors to move, which yields to self-deployment.
With GRASP, sensors autonomously reach a stable full
coverage following geometrical patterns. This requires
only 1.5 times the optimal number of sensors to cover a
region. [17]
SPEED
SPEED is stateless real time communication protocol
which provides a way to control on overhead of end–to–
end soft real time communication which can be achieved
by maintaining a desired delivery speed across the sensor
network through a new combination of feedback control
and non-deterministic geographic forwarding. It is
efficient and highly scalable protocol in which resources of
each node are rare. It also provides the few
communication services such as unicast, multicast and
real time area any-cast [18].
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Fig -1: Comparison of the three state-full protocols

4.2 State-Less
Comparison of the three stateless protocols based on their
properties are shown in figure-2 below:
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the performance parameter like path optimality, delay
overload and energy consumption, packet loss, reliability
and robustness etc.
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Fig -2: Comparison of the three stateless protocols

5. CONCLUSION
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